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“Lovely to be part of our grandson’s education – we are lucky that you don’t mind us being involved.
You make learning so much fun. Thank you.”

“Really enjoyed coming in and seeing the different ways they are taught maths in fun ways.  A little
bit longer in the classroom would’ve been perfect.”

“Useful presentation at the beginning. Good to have the opportunity to see how the children
problem solve.  It would have been useful to see their maths book marking from teachers (as per the
presentation) An enjoyable, worthwhile session – thank you.”

“Really enjoyed the interaction with my son and seeing the different methods used.  My son
struggles with maths but he was really keen to try out the different activities.”

“Great seeing the children at work – problem solving was brilliant.”

“Interesting to see the children working together to solve problems.  Very good opportunity.”

“Enjoyed solving problems with my grandson.  Great set-up, congrats to teacher.  Could have done
with slightly more room.”

“Lovely to see all the children so interested to learn.  Very nice to enjoy it with them.”

“I’ve got some great ideas to use at home. Fun all round.”

“Great to see the different maths activities.”

“Thank you excellent afternoon.  Good to see Keira’s work and how well she is doing.  Maths seems
more fun.”

“Really enjoyed seeing my son do his maths in the classroom.  Some of the puzzles really stretch the
mind.”

“Lovely to see all the children engaging.”

“It was lovely to get the chance to come into school and work with my child, listening to him
explaining how he was solving the problems was brilliant.  It was also good to overhear other
children working together.  I really liked the set up, it was very engaging and plenty of different
challenges. ”

“Fantastic!! Love love this school ”

“Thank you – A great opportunity to share in my child’s learning!”

“Really enjoyed helping my grandson on solving fractions much better way than the old days!”

“Really nice to see my daughter excited to show me how to ‘do it’ and how it makes it fun but also
challenging good ‘Prep’ talk pre class visit ”

“Thank you for inviting us, it was great to see the children working in the classroom.  Unfortunately, I
didn’t get the chance to see my daughter’s maths book.”



“Lovely to see the children so enthusiastic about maths.  I wish I had been taught how to apply
maths more, rather than learning to do it by rote and just writing in a text book.  Excellent.”

“Really great to get involved and see the children actually enjoying maths!  Thank you for getting us
in.”

“”Nice to see all the children working together.”

“Nice to see the kids in their classroom environment – seems like fun & practical learning.”

“Like the structure and the prep to create the games.  Thank you very enjoyable.”
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“Thank you for inviting parents to share learning. It helps so much to understand how they work in
school.”

“Fantastic to see some of the work the children do and the enthusiasm they have for mathematics.”

“Fab – v.informative.  Love seeing how they learn and progress.

“Enjoyed working with my child.  My child still uses long hand calculations to get answers.  Would be
helpful if sheets asked for at least 2 different ways to prove answers.”

“Wonderful idea – brought the subject and environment to life.  Thank you.”

“Great session. Improper fractions (they tell the teacher to get lost!)

“Very special to be with the children in their learning environment. I could see it helped immediately
with confidence and problem solving.  Longer would be nice.  Thank you.

“I thought it was great to see the children working together and helping each other.”

“Really helpful for me to see how he learns at school and how we can apply those techniques at
home.”

“Really enjoyed it. Both kids taught me a thing or two. ”

“I love Fibonacci sequence.”

“Enjoyed it – nice to see the children at their work.”

“Fun and informative my yr 5 & 6 both enjoyed showing me, how they know what to do in order.
Board rubbers would be good!”

“It was fun thank you!”

“Great session but could have been made better by providing the parents with the methods that
could be used in the math’s questions.”

“Good chance to do maths with my daughter – less keen at home!”

“It was great to have the opportunity to come into the classroom environment and see kids working.
Thanks.”

“A fantastic afternoon.  Was interesting to see how they put the do it, use it and prove it, into
practise.”

“Good to see the different tools the children use to learn.”

“Lovely to see what my child is learning and doing it together.”



“Was a good opportunity to see how maths learning is made fun.”

“Useful to see how the maths works in the class setting.”

 “Would be good to have some Do it, Use it and Own it paper homework sometimes to show
progression and give a challenge to those who benefit.”

“Can homework be better suited to Do it, Use it and Own it?  Don’t think Mathletics helps for
anything other than Do it.”

“Less Mathletics and more work in books.  Mathletics can be so frustrating if they press the button
too quickly.”

“I would like to see more paper form H/work rather than Mathletics etc.  I like to see how my child
works things out.  I would like her to recognise when she has made a mistake, and then have the
mistake explained to her. When H/W is online it’s multiple choice so is a lot of guess work rather
than actually using her knowledge.”

“Need more guidance on use it and own it and how we can do this at home. Are resources
available?”

 “Whiteboard rubbers please!”

“Board rubbers please.”


